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Chissano wins Mozambican election Notes from the Editors
President Joaquim Chissano won Mozambique's ftrst multi-party elections by 1994 was an exciting year for the Baobab Notes,
obtaining 53%againstRenamo's Dhlakama's 34% of the presidential ~ote. In with a growing number ofpaying subscribers, lots
the parliamentary vote, Frelimo obtained 44% of the electorate while Renamo ofpositive feedback and several significant
obtained 38%. The rest of the electorate went to smaller parties. The overall d~velopments in southern Africa:' ~e witnesse~ the
voter turnout was close to 90% with the election declared free and fair by all ~lctOry. offreedom ov~r apartheld !n S~uth Afnca
observers m Apnl, the first multl-party electlOns m

Mozambique in October, as well as peaceful
elections in Namibia in November. While hundreds
of thousands ofrefugees returned home to a
peaceful Mozambique, war raged on in Angola
where negotiations between the government and
Unita remained tense at best. Prexy and Heeten
were fortunate to travel and report back to you
from the South African elections, and Jenny
reports on the Mozambican elections in this issue.

This is a chance for us to thank you -- the
readers and subscribers and generous donors -
for a good year, and to wish you a happy 19951
Thanks to each of the Baobab readers who
contributed to MSO so that we were able to send
Jenny Dahlstein to join Prexy Nesbitt as MSO's
representatives on the World Council ofChurches
delegation to Mozambique. In particular, we
thank Allen Isaacman, Prexy Nesbitt, Beate Klein
Becker, Susan White, and the Mozambique
Support Network/Boston for their generosity.

Jenny has spoken about the elections at the
Community Church in Boston, is planning a brown
bag lunch at her work (John Snow Inc.), and hopes
to have 'other opportunities to share her
experiences. Please contact MSO ifyou are
interested in hosting a talk on southern Africa.

Thank you to Ruth Brandon Minter, who led the
U.S. delegation, and spent a lot of time and
energy pulling together the delegation and sharing
logistical information through mailings and phone
calls. We also extend our gratitude to Sister Janice
McLaughlin and Jen Davis for their efforts in
making this delegation a reality.

Thanks also to Betsey Chace who is joining us
to help with the Baobab. Betsey was also an
election observer on the WCC delegation.

Thanks to the Kaplan family for their generous
contribution and kind words in support ofMSO's
work.

We are including subscription information in
this issue, and urge subscribers to renew their
subscriptions. We are further appealing for you to
make an additional contribution which will allow
us to upgrade our computer system and database.
We survive entirely on subscriptions, small grants
and personal contributions. Please consider
sharing the Baobab Notes with friends, and
encourage them to become subscribers too.

SWAPO wins Namibia's vote
President Sam Nujoma and his ruling party SWAPO swept to easy victory
on December 10 in Namibia's ftrst post-independence elections, heading for
a majority big enough to allow the party to rewrite the 1990 independence
constitution. With almost all votes counted, SWAPO had 70.6%, the main
opposition party Democratic Turnhalle Alliance had 21.9%, and the United
Democratic Front 2.8%. SWAPO is expected to take about 50 seats in the
72-member parliament. Sam Nujoma led the independence struggle of
Namibia from South Africa Officials said indications were that 55-65% of
the 650,000 registered voters had cast ballots in this election.
(The Boston Globe, 12/11/94)

Republicans plan to slash aid for Africa
One of the ftrst priorities of the Repuplican Party is to cut foreign aid
funding. Senator Mitch McConnell (Republican from Kentucky), Chair of
the Subcommittee on International Operations, has proposed the elimination
of a the fund which reserves a portion of the aid budget for Africa. "I have a
hard time justifying expenditures in most of the African continent... I know
they have enormous problems, but I have a hard time ftnding an American
national interest," he said. McConnell has introduced legislation to abolish
the Development Fund for Africa (DFA) which reserves special funds for
Sub-Saharan countries for specillc health, education and economic
development projects in Africa Without these protections for Africa there is
a growing danger that the Africa budget will be further cut and the continent
further marginalized. Write to Sen. McConnell, Chair, Subcommitte on It'l
Operations, US Senate, Washington DC 20510; fax: 202-224-2499; tel:
202-224-2541 and Rep. Sonny Callahan, Chair, Subcommittee on Int'l
Operations, House of Representatives, Washington DC 20515; fax:
202-225-0562; tel: 202-225-4931 and urge them to keep the Development
Fund for Africa
(Jim Casson/Africa Fund, 12/94)
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New parliamentary chairman
Eduardo Mulembue, the new chairman of Mozambique's
parliament, the Assembly of the Republic, was the country's
Attorney General. He is 40 years old and comes from the
northernmost province of Niassa. He is chairman of the ruling
Frelimo party's disciplinary body, the verification commission,
and in this capacity sits on the 15-member Frelimo political
committee. Mulembue has had a distinguished career in the legal
profession. He taught in the law faculty at Maputo's Eduardo
Mondlane University from 1980 to 1984, and then worked
successively as a judge in the Maputo city court, and a member of
the administrative tribunal (which supervises the legality of
administrative acts and of public expenditure) before being
appointed attorney general in 1991. (AIM, 12/8/94)

Comiche on election funds
Foreign donors contributed 59.1 million US dollars towards
Mozambique's fIrst multi-party elections. Speaking at a meeting
with representatives of the donors, Finance Minister Eneas
Corniche said that 15 countries and two international bodies (the
European Union and the United Nations Development
Programme, UNDP) had contributed to the electoral budget The
initial budget for the elections was 69.9 million dollars, plus 15%
for unforeseen contingencies. Right from the start the
Mozambican government had said that only the local currency
equivalent of four million dollars was available from the
Mozambican state budget Everything else had to come from
donors. According to UNDP fIgures, the fInal cost of the elections
was 63.53 million dollars, which works out to about ten dollars for
each registered voter. Corniche said that the main donors had been
the European Union (26.2 million dollars), Italy (10 million), the
United States (9.2 million), and the Nordic countries (more than 9
million dollars). "We would like to express our great thanks to the
countries and international organisations who made a positive
contribution so that the pacifIcation and democratization of
Mozambique could be crowned with success", said Corniche.
Corniche urged the donors to continue their support for
demobilised soldiers into civilian life, to remove land mines, and
to repair the infrastructures destroyed during the war of
destabilisation. (AIM, 1211194)

Agreement on Cahora Bassa
The Mozambican and Swedish governments signed an agreement
on the 13th of December under which Sweden will provide
financial support for building a new power line from Cahora Bassa
Dam, on the Zambezi River in the northwestern province of Tete,
to Zimbabwe. Sweden will provide 65 million Swedish kronor
(about $US8.5 million) for the project. The new line will meet
about 25 percent of Zimbabwe's electricity needs and could
generate important export earnings for Mozambique. The total
cost of building the line is estimated at $US80 million and other
financers include Norway, Finland, France and the European
Investment Bank. Sweden has been assisting the Mozambican
energy sector since the early 1980s. (AIM,12/13/94)

Mozambique's parliament opening
On the 8th of December, Mozambican President Joaquim
Chissano opened the fIrst session of the newly elected parliament,
the Assembly of the Republic, the fIrst multiparty legislature in
Mozambican history. The 250 deputies were elected in October.
Chissano's Frelimo party has 129 seats, the former rebel
movement Renamo 112, and the Democratic Union (UD), a
coalition of three small opposition parties, has the remaining nine.
When Chissano praised the outgoing parliament and particularly
its,chairman, veteran nationalist Marcelino dos Santos, there w~
a standing ovation from Frelimo and an ungracious silence from
Renamo. The hostility is doubtlessy mutual - dos Santos has
stated publicly that he will never shake hands with Renamo leader
Afonso Dhlakama unless specifIcally ordered to do so by the
Frelimo leadership. The display of Renamo rudeness merely
caused the Frelimo deputies to redouble their applause and cheers
for Dos Santos.

Chissano paid handsome tribute to dos Santos. "Writer, poet,
political leader, fighter for the freedom of his own country and of
southern Africa, Marcelino dos Santos is one of the great fIgures
of the history of Mozambique and of the continent", declared
Chissano. In words that could have been read as a gentle rebuke
to Renamo, the President added "knowing how to respect the
past, without turning it into a myth, is a condition for the
continuity of the state and the nation". He noted that the deputies
came from different parts of the country, and were of different
races, religions and ethnic groups, as well as from different
political parties. But certain things were common to all: "you are
all Mozambican and all deputies of this assembly", said Chissano.
"and you all have as your fundamental mandate to serve
Mozambican interests, the cause of national unity, of
Mozambican sovereignty, the defence of our territorial integrity,
and the progress and well-being of all social strata".
(12/8/94, AIM)

Dhlakama rejects new chairman
Mozambique's newly elected parliament, the Assembly of the
Republic, faces a bumpy ride in the near future, with the main
opposition party, the former rebel movement Renamo, adamantly
refusing to recognise Eduardo Mulembue. The election of
Mulembue at the assembly's fIrst session was "shameful",
declared Renamo leader Afonso Dhlakama. He dismissed the
session as "just a Frelimo festival". "So far there is no recognised
assembly", he alleged, and called on the deputies to "put right"
the situation - presumably by throwing out Mulembue and
electing someone else. The head of the Frelimo parliamentary
group, former transport minister Armando Guebuza, speaking to
the weekly paper "Savana", hoped that Renamo and the UD
would review their position "otherwise we shall soon fInd
ourselves in the ridiculous situation of saying that votes are only
democratic when Renamo wins". Despite this, Dhlakama said he
was prepared to work with Chissano to find solutions to the
nation's problems. "I was always a democrat. We know about
democratic rules", he boasted. (AIM, 12/10/94)
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After the war a shattered peace
A visit to Cuito, a provincial capital east of Huambo in Angola's
central highlands, is disturbed by blasts. Not artillery shells, but the
sound of people treading on landmines or children picking up
handgrenades. Relief workers say four or five people blow .
themselves up each day. Angolan government troops drove Unita
rebels out of Cuito in July. The city of 140,000 was left with one of
the highest amputee populations in the world.

There is not a tree without bullet holes. The facades of the once
lovely Portuguese villas look like they have been bashed by a
gigantic sledgehammer. Perhaps, one might imagine, such
devastation is to be expected after 20 years of war. But it has taken
only two years to destroy Cuito and most medium-sized cities in
Angola. It took much longer to wreak less destruction in former
Yugoslavia. For nine months there was no humanitarian assistance.
No one will go on record but it is widely known that some people
resorted to eating corpses. The same people who tell you this say
the dogs were eaten. Indeed, there are no dogs left in Cuito.

What has gone missing is an understanding of what has
happened here. Until the October 1992 elections, the Angolan war
was fought mostly in the bush, touching a handful of urban
settlements in the south-east of the country. During a brief window
of peace in 1992, Angola was still intact. When Unita leader Jonas
Savimbi went back to war at the end of 1992 he seized the cities.
These have become ferocious battlegrounds during the past year as
the war has turned in favour of the government.

These names mean nothing in the West: N'dalatando, Milanje,
Sauremo, Huambo. They were each home to hundreds of
thousands of people and now they are ruins. Only Luanda,
Lobito-Benguela and Lubango have survived. The rest of the world
may have been in the dark, but it was not without its contribution.
At last count, 68 different kinds of explosives from 23 nations have
been found in the rubble of Cuito -- even British handgrenades of
early World War II vintage.

The inhabitants of Cuito are camping in the husks of former
apartment blocks, in tents and in a destroyed football stadium. Not
wanting to risk more of the living by crossing minefields to bury
the dead, makeshift cemetries -- little mounds with wooden crosses
and flowers -- have been constructed in people's back gardens.

The Angolan army has been rebuilt at vast costs to the country's
oil reserves and with the help of South African soldiers from
Executive Outcomes, who have played a major role in turning the
war around. It has been left to the International NOOs to take over
the distribution of food, medical care and the welfare of the
Angolan people.

The human rights group, Africa Watch, charged both the MPLA
government and Unita of human rights violations, including
summarily executing opponents. The government's armed forces,
FAA, also stands charged of indiscriminate aerial bombardment of
population centres, while Unita is accused of mass abductions and
starving civilians by attacking relief operations, mining agricultural
fields and killing those tending their fields.

That this catastrophe has gone largely unreported is partly the
fault of the competing armies, who have kept journalists away
from the frontlines. It is also the fault of the news agency format
that is a conduit for every piece of war propaganda uttered by the
two sides. The resulting slew of contradictions are usually far too
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confusing for foreign editors, let alone the man in the street,
many thousands of kilometres away.

Luanda absorbs all the shocks that strike the interior. Refugees
fleeing this war of a thousand fronts are packed tightly into
slums, or bairros, built on former market gardens, in factories or
in city parks. One rose on what used to be Luanda's rubbish du~p .
where the stench has never quite dissipated. A city that was built
for 600,000 people at most now holds anything up to three
million -- almost a third of the Angolan population.

Luanda is a city of hard times where nothing is cheap. The
minimum wage is 240,000 kwanzas a month -- about half an
American dollar. It costs twice that a month to send your child to
private lessons, which is the only way he or she will be ~ducated;

a quarter of your month's wage for a loaf of bread; one eIghth for
a bucket of clean water; one sixteenth to shit in private.

Anything that has the slightest economic value sells in this
city. One family is in the toothpaste business. The children
rummage through the rubbish dumps for spent toothpaste ~beS

that the adults scrape out until they have a full tube to sell ill the
market.

Cuito has been so badly damaged that some officials have
suggested it be written off and a new city constructed alongside.
Even while they dither, the people have themselves started
rebuilding. In Cuito, the street market is bustling again. On sale
were onions, car parts and, significantly, rows of nails neatly
sorted into different lengths. The World Bank officials in Luanda,
wary of stepping on mines, haven't even travelled to Cu~to yet to
revise the costs of reconstruction but the people of the CIty have
started the enormous process of rebuilding their lives.

Among the war's greatest victims, the peasants, there is an
almost mystical optimism that this time the fighting is over,
contrasting with a worldy wise cynicism in Luanda. News.of the
peace talks travels by radio and bush telegraph. Everyone ill the
villages around Balombo, even those who cannot tell you their
age, know the latest from Lusaka. .

If they had the time, they might reflect that they are not.J~st

victims of the MPLA and Unita warmongers. One of the pItIeS
that this war has gone unreported is it lets off the hook
international players who need their noses rubbed in the
fly-ridden rubble of Cuito. Like the Portllguese, who created the
original mess, and the Americans and the Russians who used
Angolan lives as pawns in their global chess game. .

Then there is the United Nations, which forged ahead WIth an
unrealistic election date, ignoring warnings that Savimbi still had
an army, because it didn't want to waste more money on an
unsexy Third World country. For that mistake, at least 100000
more Angolan civilians have died. The UN stood back feebly
while Savimbi took the country back to war. The government had
largely demobilised and was left without an. army. ...

Most importantly, South Africa -- in partIcular the militansts
of the National Party government -- have a lot to answer for.
They spent millions of our tax rands to build up and d~fend

Savimbi, providing him with the power base to hold his country
to ransom and destroy it for the sake of his personal ambition.
Yes, we paid for it. We all had a role in reducing Angola to
beggary. Still, the darkness permits us to ignore it.
(ExcerptsfromPhillip van Niekerk's account, WM&G,l1/18/94)
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Reflections of an election ohsen er h~ Rachel Ruhin
When I arrived in Maputo on October 20 one week before the of the day. It was felt by most Mozambicans that there was no

elections, I could have been back in Chicago in the middle of one danger and that any difficulties that were likely to occur would
of our election campaigns. Campaign posters were plastered happen only after the vote was counted and reported, two or more
everywhere: on every lamppost of the main streets, on the sides of weeks after the elections. As was to be seen in the months ahead.
buildings, on an occasional billboard and in store windows. In the Mozambicans were right
some places one poster for one party had been placed over a poster I, along with another member of our small group, Bonnie
for another. Occasionally I saw the face of Chissano next to that of Adkins, and Sr. Azarias Massuque from the CCM, proceeded to
Dhlakarna. There were rallies daily, usually Frelimo or Renamo. Machipanda in Manica District on the western edge of the
The other parties did not have nearly the same resources or province, bordering Zimbabwe. We observed the opening of four
visibility. Many people sported either Frelimo or Renamo buttons, polling stations housed in a rural school. Only one of the four polls
t-shirts, capulanas, hats or scarves, all given out free. Also the opined about 45 minutes late. All election officials, five per
National Electoral Commission (CNE) had very high visibility station, knew exactly what they were doing and obviously were
with T.V. spots teaching voters how to vote, instructional posters very well trained. I was impressed wherever we went with the
and school children with CNE hats, shirts and scarves. youth and the dedication and seriousness of the officials. Most

On October 22 I arrived in Chimoio, the capital of Manica were between the ages of 18 and 25 years old and conducted
province in central Mozambique to observe the elections with themselves in a highly professional manner.
three other international observers also sponsored by the World Despite the excellent training of the officials, the voter's
Council of Churches and the Christian Council of Mozambique education program was not as successful; most voters did not
(CCM). Renarno had been very active in this province during the know how to vote. They had to be instructed on the spot by the
war and was expected to be one of the more contested areas during election officials how to mark and fold their ballots. The line at the
the elections. I lived in Manica province for two years and knew polls on the first day were exceedingly long with several hundred
the area well. Old friends and acquaintances told me stories of people waiting in front of each station. Generally people were
some pre-election intimidation by Renamo. Some Renamo orderly and patient. but crowd control was a problem at some
campaigners told people in rural areas that ifRenamo did not win sites. The voting process was slowed down considerably due to
the election they would return to the bus and resume the war -- the the need to teach voters the mechanics of voting prior to casting
message being, vote for Renarno or else. Others told me that if their votes.
they did not register to vote they would not get food from the We moved from station to station throughout the district and
distribution program, again in predominantly Renamo areas. Also saw similar circumstances at most polls: long lines, people waiting
people were concerned with the ability to guarantee secrecy of the in the hot sun for hours, and diligent officials keeping the process
vote; many felt that one way or the other, that party officials moving slowly, but smoothly. Inside all the polling stations there
would know how they voted. Despite these threats, people were were party observers from Frelimo and Renamo and usually two
eager to vote and were quite caught up in the festivities or three others from other parties. No one interfered, everyone was
surrounding the last few days of the campaigning. polite if not cordial with each other and generally the level of

Chimoio was similarly but less extensively festooned with tension was low. We saw no illegal electioneering unlike
campaign materials as Maputo. Campaigning went on in the situations considered routine in Chicago.
central market with one elderly candidate for president walking The closing of the poll we observed the first night also went
between the vegetable stalls shaking hands and being followed by smoothly and meticulously despite minimal light from one
an entourage of children eager to share in the excitement Renamo working flashlight The two ballot boxes were sealed with plastic
had a march through town with about 200 marchers on foot and closures that were numbered. All the closures were checked and
piled into the back of flatbed trucks. OMM (Mozambican their numbers recorded in an official log. The next morning the
Women's Organization) passed out free Frelimo capulanas and numbers on the closures would be checked against the list to
scarves. All campaigning ended on October 24, two days before ensure that there was no tampering during the night During this
voting was to start, and voters were not permitted to bring procedure two men came to the window wanting to speak to the
campaign materials including the wearing of t-shirts and capulanas Renamo party observer. It appeared to me that they wanted him to
to the polls, and no one violated these regulations. leave the station and observe the boycott. He refused to talk with

At 5:00 AM the morning of October 26, we were awakened by them until the closing procedure was complete.
a radio announcement that Dhlakarna was calling for a boycott of As far as we could tell no one stayed home because of the
the elections that were to begin later that morning. Most foreign boycott. It's true many voters did not know of the boycott, but any
nongovernmental organizations in Manica province had sent their that did know including the Renarno party observers showed up
foreign employees our of the country prior to the elections for fear anyway. They may have voted for Renarno in fact, but they voted.
of violence despite no indications of such problems prior to this By the middle of the second day the boycott was called off and a
time. Now that Dhlakarna had called for a boycott. almost all third day of voting was added, but by the end of the second day
remaining foreign workers were forced to leave. The UN Mission most polls we visited had already had a 80-90% turnout. I was
in Mozambique (UNOMOZ) did not anticipate any violence, but constantly impressed by the smoothness of the process itself and
of course suggested caution. Our local coordinator from CCM the patience of the officials with only occasional expressions of
suggested we go ahead with our scheduled plans for election frustration.
observing and we headed out to observe our first polling stations On the second day we traveled through Gondola district. One
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Reflections of an election ollsen er

Chissano 53%, Dhlakama 34%
Frelimo 44%, Renamo 38%, UD in parliament

Election results
Candidates, parties and by province

Parliamentary Seats:
FRELIMO RENAMO

Niassa: 7 4
Cabo Delgado: 15 6
Nampula: 20 32
Zambezia: 18 29
Tete: 5 9
Manica: 4 9
Sofala: 3 18
Inhambane: 13 3
Gaza: 15 0
Maputo-prov.: 12 1
Maputo-city: 17 1
Iotal: 129 112
(Noticias de Mocambique, no 24,8/11/94)

2.34%
0.70%
0.65%
0.49%
2.44%

33.73%
1.03%
0.49%
0.76%
1.19%
2.87%

53.30%

TOTAL
11
22
54
49
15
13
21
18
16
13
18

250

1.95%
0.73%
0.56%
1.39%

44.33%
1.67%
1.23%

37.78%
1.01%
1.10%
0.77%
1.06%
1.27%
5.15%

100.00%
87.89%

8.46%
3.21%

UD
o
1
2
2
1
o
o
2
1
o
o
9

115,442
34,588
32,036
24,238

120,708
1,666,965

51,070
24,208
37,767
58,848

141,905
6,148,842

93,031
4,809

26,961
66,527

2,115,793
79,622
58,590

1,803,506
48,030
52,446
36,689
50,793
60,635

245,793

6,148,842
5,404,199

457,382
173,592

Total Registered Voters
Total Who Voted
Total Blank Votes
Total Nulled Votes

Legislative Election Results:
AP
UNAMO
PT
FUMO/PCD
FRELIMO
SOL
PIMO
RENAMO
PRD
PACODE
PADEMO
PPPM
PCN
UD

Setting-up polling station 0430 in Monapo. Nampula (J. Dohlstein)

man in a homemade wheelchair/hand-operated tricycle
arrived to vote. He crawled up several stairs to reach the
schoolroom where he was to vote and a friend brought up his
chair. The voting booth was too high for him to reach and
vote in privacy, so an official removed the bottom part of the
legs of the booth and lowered it to the appropriate height for
the man to vote. No one was allowed to be with him behind
the booth and he was given as much time as needed to mark Presidential Election Results:
and fold his ballot. Maximo Dias

Another woman has no fmgers, probably lost to leprosy, Carlos Jeque
but she managed to mark her ballots without assistance. An Casimiro Nhamithambo
official helped her fold them, but was very careful to show us Mario Machel
he had not seen her marks. All voters, after placing their votes Carlos Reis
in the ballot boxes, has a finger dipped in indelible ink. This Monso Dhlakama
woman without fmgers had a mark placed on her forehead. Ya-Qub Sibindy
She laughed along with the rest of us and went on her way. Padi~be Kamati
Many people walked 20 to 30 kilometers to reach their polling Domu.1gos Arouca
stations, arriving too late to vote on the first day and had to Camprra Momboya
sleep outside the poll, wait in line for hours the next day to Wehia Ripua
vote and then walk back home. Joaquim Chissano

After the fmal day of voting, the count started at 6:00 PM
and continued throughout the night. We observed the first
three to four hours of counting, again done in an organized,
disciplined fashion. Contested and spoiled ballots were shown
to all officials, party observers and international observers,
and a final determination was made by the officials to be
reviewed later on the provincial and national levels. Even
with disagreements, everyone remained calm. No fraud was
observed by anyone.

Coming from Chicago where the saying goes, "vote early
and vote often", I have never seen a better conducted and
more fair election. Despite some pre-election irregularities
and acts of intimidation, the actual voting and counting went
extremely smoothly. I had the chance to talk with several UN
international observers who had observed elections in
countries such as EI Salvador, Nicaragua, Namibia, Angola
and South Africa, and all said the Mozambican elections were
the best run elections they have seen. I can only concur.

12/26/94, Rachel Rubin
Rachel Rubin. a physician from Chicago. was a delegate of
the US Independent Observer Election Team which was part
of the World Council ofChurches delegation.
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Baobab :\otes: An Obsen er's Journal by .knn.' Dahlstein
Saturday, October 22: I arrived early yesterday morning and was
picked up by the Concillo Cristao de Mocambique (CCM,
Christian Council of Mozambique), our host organization here. I
spent most of the day, late into the night, at CCM headquarters in
Maputo, meeting other delegates from the U.S., Zimbabwe, South
Africa, Lesotho, Holland, Germany, Finland and Canada There
have been difficulties with logistics and money, and the Comisao
Nacional de Eleicoies (CNE-- National Electoral Commission) are
cranking out credentials and photo-ill cards for hundreds of
election observers as fast as they can. I'm lucky to have received
mine right away; several people have been here a week already
without credentials. The apartment building where I stayed last
night with Edith from zambia and Fanny from the U.S., is
decrepit, sewage leaking into the stairwell, pitch dark, and there is
garbage everywhere; and this is in central Maputo so this level of
poverty is nothing compared to rural areas. We rose at 4:30 am to
catch a flight to Nampula province in the north, but the flight was
overbooked and our tickets unconfirmed, so we will wait until the
next flight Tuesday morning. Today was a good, but quiet and long
day -- it has just begun raining, big fat drops, refreshing. The white
U.N. cars are everywhere in this city!!

Sunday, October 23: Yesterday all the U.S. delegates met;
people are here for many reasons, but I think Tyree summed it up,
that we are here "looking for peace in Mozambique". It's nice to
see that the U.S. people are so well-informed; someone made the
important point of not being "election tourists"

Since tomorrow, Monday, is that last election campaign day,
activities are peaking with a noticeable increase in the traffic of
masibombas (buses), cars and pickups overflowing with singing
people of all ages -- each wearing at least one political item:
capulana (cloth), t-shirt, cap, or carrying a big scarf with
Chissano's face on it. There is overwhelming, visible support for
FRELIMO in Maputo; other areas (including Nampula province
where I'm going) are more contested. Honking cars and singing
began at 5:00 in the morning along Eduardo Mondlane Avenue.
This day was full of memorable comments and thoughts and
sights... On a walk to Costa do Sol, north of Maputo, we passed a
half-constructed luxury hotel on the waterfront, which has never
been completed because -- so the story goes-- the Portuguese who
was having it built poured cement in the entire pipe system and
elevator shaft, to ensure the government couldn't make use of the
building. An act of bitterness before leaving Mozambique, which
has turned into a sort of symbol of interrupted colonialism. I was
fascinated by this huge, cement skeleton. And by the waste: there
is a structure which at least could have been used for housing but
there was no funding to fmish construction, or even money to tear
down the building.

We talked about feeling connected to certain politics and yet as
observers having to be conscious that our actions be neutral -- it's
hard not to respond to seeing powerful displays of emotion and
politics. Today I felt an intense inner joy at finally being here.

Monday, October 24: Ruth introduced me to her good friend
Victoria and her little sister, who live outside Maputo. Victoria was
ordained in June; she invited us to lunch (fish, batatas fritas and
water). We are the same age, our lives so different; she has lived
through a terrible war, was kidnapped by RENAMO at least twice,
her hOQse trashed, her family split up, she spent a long time on the
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run. Ruth has written down the story, which Victoria invited me to
read. How did she find the strength to survive and rebuild her life,
even in the midst of poverty and war?; she is so proud of her
studies, and I am full of admiration.

Joe Hanlon, who wrote the AWEPA Observers Manual, led a
briefmg for observers today at a conference center near the Barrio
25 de Julho. Joe provided useful, illustrative anecdotes from the
registration process here, which he said was immaculately
completed, and in such a short period of time, with hardly any
registered voters in July and 6.5 million registered a mere two
months later!! He warned experienced observers to remember that
the Mozambican election process will be different from other
countries, and to always remember that these elections must be
Mozambican-run. We conducted a mock election to visualize the
voting procedure.

Tuesday, October 25: Flew to Nampula province with seven
other delegates from Germany, Holland, Finland, U.S., and
zambia. Guilherme who received us on behalf of CCM in
Nampula is the delegation coordinator and arranged for
comfortable housing in Nampula city.

Wednesday, October 26: We met this morning with
Guilherme and other members of CCM, and were updated on
recent events in the Nampula province. It is clear that everyone is
relieved that the war is over; we are told that one reason why
many Mozambicans may appear less enthusiastic about this
election even though it is a first multi-party election, is because
they are afraid that the losing party/ies won't accept the results and
will return to war. Renamo in particular has been using the threat
to return to war. In March of 1994 there was a cyclone which
destroyed many areas in the province, and caused another
economic set-back in an already difficult period of reconstruction
after the arrival of peace. During the elections, ru be staying in
Monapo, a trading town on the road between Cidade de Nampula
and the coastal town of Nacala. Each of us is being sent to our
own district, where we must arrange for our accommodation.

After arriving in Monapo after dark and introducing myself to
the local electoral commission, I was fortunate to fmd a room in a
caza de visitas (guest house). One visual inipression of many from
the ride here today haunts me: Jamal from the CCM told us that
the rusted car and minibus wrecks which line the recently
demined road are reminders of the frequent bandit roadblocks and
ambushes, in which dozens of people were killed. In my head, I
am trying to remember how many of those wrecks we saw, and
then imagining each car or bus containing several people. Eerie
tombstones of gruesome, horrifying deaths; permanent reminders
of the war. Soon after hearing this, our car was stopped by four
boys who stood waving in the middle of the road; they had built
mounds of dirt as a kind of roadblock. Jamal threw some money
out the window and we were on our way; I thought of how many
people before us who were not lucky enough to have that option.

The elections in Monapo will be held in the town's soccer
stadium, a polling center consisting of eleven polling stations.
Each polling station has five staff, several political party
delegates, and serves 1,000 registered voters. Dozens of people
are working in the dark at the local electoral commission, with last
minute logistics for tomorrow, the first day of elections.

Thursday, October 27: Got up at 4:30 and watched the setup
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of the eleven polling stations. The stations are built of grass walls,
with tin roofs and borrowed wooden church and school benches
and tables. Each station has a president, vice president and three
"membros da mesa" (staff people). The European Union has
sponsored the station kits which contain voting materials:
perforated ballot paper pads for both presidential and parliament
elections, pens, thwnbprint ink, indelible ink (to mark voters' right
index finger), voting booth components. By 5:00 am there are
already hundreds of voters lined up in the stadiwn, although voting
won't begin until seven. All staff people are well-trained, serious
and dedicated and voting begins promptly at 7:00 a.m. Until 10:00
a.m., when the first U.N. observers arrive, I am the only
international election observer around (even though this town plus
outskirts has 11,000 registered voters!) Around that time, word
goes around that RENAMO has withdrawn from the elections, and
the few people who speak out loud about it (how many really
know?) wonder apprehensively what this means for the elections,
peace, and for the thousands of people in and around Monapo who
literally walked for hours to get here. Will the elections continue?
Is this the beginning of a dangerous situation? What about all of
the months and months of hard work the Mozambicans have put in
in preparation for these two days? Will the voters and political
party delegates be outraged? Strangely, no one but a few of the
international observers and two station presidents speak about it
from what I can tell; perhaps the feeling is that there is still be hope
for the elections to continue: the thought of the voting ending now,
and of a potentially unstable situation, is too much for anyone to
speak of aloud.

I have noticed that there is no visible tension between
FRELIMO and RENAMO (or other political party) delegates; in
fact, everyone without exception is taking the voting process itself
very seriously, and there is a sense of calm and conviviality.

Friday, October 28: It's about 40 degrees centigrade. Well it's
now Friday around mid day and we have just received official
word from the local CNE (National Election Commission) that the
elections are being extended for a third day. Here in Monapo
people are trickling in, the big crunch took place all day yesterday
and this morning until about noon, so we won't need the extra day.
But I wonder if the polling stations may have to stay open for the
sake of national conformity. Some party delegates and polling staff
I spoke with think the extension day is probably necessary in those
areas where polling didn't start on time, so that everyone truly will
haveoa chance to cast their vote; others think that this extension is a
mere concession/compromise in response to RENAMO's
temporary boycott, so that they would rejoin the elections. There is
also talk about a fourth day extension so that counting can take
place in daylight; apparently some of the battery-driven camping
lights sent from Europe have already given up. My brand new
flashlight broke within five minutes of use last night; I was in the
middle of walking from to the polling station to the guest house
and the flashlight was the only source of light around So after
some grumbling, I just stood and waited until my eyes had adjusted
and did what everyone else here does: walk in complete darkness
when there is no electricity.

Saturday, October 29 (P.M.): Voting has slowed down to a
trickle; at least one polling station has had almost 100% of its one
thousand. registered voters show up. Technical problems have been

minimal but there have been no late openings, no complaints from
party delegates about opening and closing procedures every
morning and evening, so everything appears to pass transparently.
More and more staff and delegates are becoming angry because
they have received food and water subsidies only for the original
two voting days, and now it's fairly certain that counting will only
begin tomorrow (meaning a fourth day of work). I forwarded an
official complaint from one RENAMO party delegate to the local
CNE about lack of food and water subsidies. .... It's now 4:00 pm
and there have been two voters in the past hour; I've spent most of
the day at one polling station, out of interest of watching an entire
day's procedure from 7:00 am opening to the closing procedure
which begins at 6:00 pm. Tonight I'm staying with Isabella and
the others from polling station number 0430; most staff and
delegates have spent nights at the polling stations, many without
blankets/capulanas, and certainly no comfort in the form of beds.
Several people have brought grass mats which are rolled up
against the polling station walls during the day. There are a few
policemen who guard the stadium at night. Since there haven't
been any major problems with arguments, and since there is no
apparent political tension in the air, no one seems worried about
sleeping at the stations.

Sunday, October 30: Isabel, one of the party representatives at
poll 0430, generously shared her grass mat with me last night, and
lent me an extra capulana. One of the big differences between the
South African elections and this one is that the counting procedure
takes place in the same polling station where the votes took place;
the ballot boxes were not transported anywhere during the three
days (or nights) of voting either. This greatly reduces chances of
ballot box tampering (in addition to other security measures such
as nwnbered plastic closures to seal the ballot boxes, which are
re-checked against the official log every am and pm). Counting
takes place by consensus with the polling station staff and the
party delegates; this is designed to reduce potential claims about
partiality or fraud. I'm impressed; to me this is a concrete
example of a democratic process: the counting is transparent, done
by consensus and with complete discussion of each contested
ballot. Of course, this means the counting process is taking a long
time, since there are about 900-950 ballots each for presidential
and parliament, or close to 2,000 ballots, each of which will be
read out loud and shown to each present member!

Counting took all day, from 7 this morning until 5 pm, and was
done with great care and precision, conducted in the same
professional manner as the rest of the election process. The
general results from the three or four polling stations I have
gathered final nwnbers from indicate that Dhlakarna won the
presidential candidacy by a big margin (often three to one against
Chissano), with the parliamentary results more evenly distributed
between Frelirno and Renamo.

Riding back to Nampula province, where I would rejoin the
other CCM delegation members, I saw yet another memorable
image, another entry for my baobab notes: it was a surreal sight to
be driving in Nampula province at night because there were no
other sources of light other than the car's headlights which
illuminated all the light-cement-gray baobab trees, that look like
ghosts with dozens of flailing arms.
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South Africa

IFP Chairman on murder rap
Victor Shawe (49), Bhambayi's InkathaFreedom Party chairman and
a senior IFP leader, has been charged with the murder of two IFP
members who were shot dead after organising a joint IFP and ANC
peace rally in the Bhambayi squatter settlement, near Durban in
early September. The attack came after about 1,000 people had
pledged their commitment to peace at the IFP/ANC rally in
Bhambayi the previous day. About 200 people died there in the 12
months leading up to the April poll -- and a Goldstone Commission
report said that kwaZulu Police hit squad members had been
deployed in the settlement. The deceased and their colleagues
formed part of an IFP/ANC/police team that monitors Bhambayi on
a 24-hour basis in a bid to prevent violence in the area.
(WM&G,9/9/94)

KwaZulu would have paid SDUs
Col. Jan Breytenbach, who commanded the SADF's 32 Battalion
during South Africa's war in Angola, has confirmed that negotiations
for him to head a training programme involving hundreds of Zulu
recruits in kwaZulu had been well advanced. But he said the deal fell
through in late 1993 when the kwaZulu government could not fmd
enough money.

Breytenbach's statements follow disclosures by Pretoria
businessman Riaan van Rensburg, who said his company, Crusader
Consultants, trained 60 IFP recruits last year on instructions of
Mangosuthu Buthelezi and in close liaison with IFP parliamentarian
Walter Felgate.

Van Rensburg said the leader group of 60 recruits had been
trained in Louis Trichardt, Northern Transvaal pending the
identification of a suitable terrain in kwaZulu for 1,000 recruits, but
that he had sent them home in December when Felgate failed to
settle the bill. Breytenbach said he had been approached by Freedom
Front leader Constand Viljoen in the middle of last year to help train
Zulu units, after Viljoen had apparently been approached by
Buthelezi.

Felgate had "recruited" 60 troops in Empangeni, comprising the
"ex-Hippo" group from Caprivi and IFP members.

Van Rensburg said that ANC leaders to have been targeted for
assassination were kwaZulu/Natalleader Jacob Zuma, provincial
chief whip Harry Gwala, national parliamentarian Blade Nzimande
and a reference to ANC Ladysmith leader Ebrahim Rasool.

(WM&G, 10/21/94) (WM&G, 10/28/94)

Mandela invites Chissano
Nelson Mandela sent a message to Joaquim Chissano asking him to
visit South Africa "as soon as possible", so that he could
congratulate him in person on his victory in Mozambique's first
multiparty general elections. Mandela said that the "exemplary
manner" in which the Mozambican elections were conducted "is
remarkable and needs to be commended". The outcome "is a clear
victory for democracy" and could serve "as an inspiration to other
countries in the region and in the rest of Africa". "the peaceful
outcome of the elections in Mozambique was of the utmost
importance to Southern Africa", said Mandela. "Full credit for the
success of the elections should go to the people of Mozambique and
to all the parties that endeavoured to achieve a successful outcome to
what was a difficult process". (AIM, 12/2/94)

ANC's 49th Conference
In December, 3,000 delegates attended the ANC's 49th national
conference in Bloemfontein. Confronted with Cyril Ramaphosa's
bleak secretary general's report depicting an organisation virtually
devoid of funds, its structures weakened and embattled by
political jockeying and border disputes, delegates' exuberance was
barely dampened. As Mandela pointed out in his closing address,
none of the mud-slinging over lack of delivery materialised;
delegates showing instead "an unprecedented display of unity".

.Immediate tasks for delegates include:
* Launching an education campaign by the first week of January
to ensure pupils' speedy registration at schools and drawing
communities into governance bodies "at all levels".
* Preparing for a national strategy workshop in February on
local government elections and setting up local councils in rural
areas.
* Tackling the IFP's power-base among traditional leaders.
* Setting up RDP groups at local government level to monitor
and push for implementation.
* Establishing land and agriculture committees ahead of a
planned national summit.
Elected representatives will return to parliament and provincial
legislatures with task lists for legislative change and new
initiatives. Proposals include democratising organs of the state;
taking on the public service unions; restructuring the courts and
setting up an independent prosecuting authority; privatising state
assets to finance the RDP; re-writing the constitution; re-shaping
foreign policy.

The conference also voted Nelson Mandela as President of the
ANC; Thabo Mbeki as Vice-President (taking over from the
retired stalwart Walter Sisulu); Cyril Ramaphosa as
Secretary-General; Cheryl Caroulas as Deputy Secretary-General;
and Jacob Zuma as the Chairperson of the ANC.
(WM&G,12/23/94)

Slovo's crane and leopard
It was a poignant moment: one veteran of the struggle
acknowledging the contribution, over decades, of the other.
President Nelson Mandela, his own voice breaking with emotion,
honoured "an outstanding revolutionary" who had "touched the
lives of millions" by his example of "militant and unswerving
commitment" to the ANC.

Housing Minister Joe Slovo, whose battle against cancer has
been as courageous as his decades-long fight against apartheid, sat
nursing an arm broken in a recent fall as Mandela announced the
decision to crown him with the Isithwalandwe/Seaparankoe
award. It is the ANC's highest honour. The gold medal the blue
crane and the leopard, marking the Nguni custom of decorating
those who distinguished themselves in service of the nation with
the feathers of the blue crane and the Sotho tradition of
recognising heroes by giving them the skin of a leopard.

Speaking after the riotous applause had died down, Slovo said:
"What I did I did without any regret, ever. I had decided long ago
in my life that there was only one target -- to remove the racist
regime and obtain power for the people."
(WM&G,12/23/94)
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Outcry over toxic waste import plan
Toxic waste shipments will be allowed into South Africa,
according to new policy devised by Environment Minister Dawie
de Villiers. A White Paper gazetted in October says the existing
embargo on toxic imports into the country is not in South Africa's
interests and proposes to create regions in the country where toxic
material from overseas countries can be dumped. "A blanket ban
on transboundary movement of such wastes would ... jeopardise
and impact adversely on present economic and industrial
activities," says the document

Environmental groups reject the White Paper's claim that South
Africa has the technical expertise to dispose of toxic materials in a
safe way. They say recent incidents at the Thor Chemicals plant in
Natal demonstrate how incompetent local authorities are in
handling these imports. The notorius Thor case deals with two
workers who died after being exposed to high levels of mercury
toxins. Another worker has been in a coma for three years due to
the exposure and 28 others are diagnosed as having mercury
poisoning symptoms. Officials in the Environment Department
defend the paper by noting it meets requirements of the Basel
Convention, an international agreement designed to ensure
effective controls on transboundary movements of toxic
materials. Human rights lawyers and green activists are worried
that the proposed legislation specifically excludes organised
labour from taking part in the management of toxic imports and
dumping. The Thor case, they argue, shows that factory workers
are frequently the first to suffer and playa vital watchdog role.

After national outcry against the proposal, the Department of
Environment Affairs said the paragraph allowing import of
hazardous waste for recycling might have to be removed "with us
getting this type of comment".
(WM&G, 10114/94, WM&G, 10/21194)

Making waves in Transkei's reserves
Officials from Eastern Cape Nature Conservation met this month
with leaders from villages which surround the reserves to broker a
deal that has effectively stopped the environmental damage.
Wildlife authorities agreed in principle at the meeting that local
people be allowed controlled use of forest trees for construction of
houses and free access to the coastline so they can tend to
ancestral graves and harvest seagrass for weaving purposes. The
conservationists are considering the possibility of allowing people
to harvest limited amounts of shellfish, pending scientific
investigations into this prospect.

Community members have agreed, in return, to patrol the
shores of the reserves to prevent illegal plunder of shellfish and
other marine resources. In 1984 wildlife was introduced to the
reserve and the villagers were refused all entry, resulting in them
being cut off from the sea This led to a long period of resentment
and antagonism as people were severed from resources needed
for subsistence and cultural purposes. The latest agreement marks
a dramatic move away from old autocratic styles of game reserve
management and will be seen as a prototype for
community-friendly conservation models that are being
experimented with in various parts of the country.
(WM&G,12/19/94)
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First community-based conference
From the 9-13th of November, the Langa-based Tsoga
Environmental Resource Center together with the Panos Institute
(UK) and NORAID (Norwegian Aid Agency) convened the First
Community-based Conference on the Environment at Gordon's
Bay. The conference brought together 120 national delegates
along with a few international ones to discuss the importance of
community-based organizations' (CBOs) input into environmental
decision-making in the era of reconstruction and development.

for the first time, community-based organizations from the
around the country had the space to discuss their environment as
they saw it and as they defined it. The conference had 4 working
groups which made important recomendations for the new
government and which will be presentted to Deputy Minister of
the Environment Bantu Holomisa. The Deputy Minister was also
the key-note speaker and made it very clear that he is deeply
committed to community participation in all decision-making.

Tsoga's Director, Thobeka Thamage said, "We're busy
educating the community about the environmental issues
involved. Everything revolves around information. If you don't
know that you've been wronged, you are powerless. If you know
you've been wronged but don't know there is a court to appeal to,
you are powerless. That's why we've emphasized the need to
access to information -- the right of people to know -- which will
be a real break with the past The conference delegates were
approximately 80 percent women and around 90 percent black.
The conference covered topics from environmental racism/justice
to new policies to funding difficulties for CBOs.
(SAEPEJ Report & New Scientist 12/10/94)

Greening the RDP
The Environmental Justice Networking Forum (EJNF) convened
their Greening of the RDP conference from the 25-27th of
November. This conference, which was also EJNF's Constitutive
Conference, focussed mainly on the government's Reconstruction
and Development Program (RDP) and its relation to sustainability
and sound environmental policy. Key working groups met around
land, water, industry, mining, waste and sanitation, and energy.
Minister of Water Affairs Kader Asmal gave the opening address
and called for a "radical shift" in the overall environmental
agenda. In a very candid and hard-hitting address, he commented
that "good intentions were not good enough".

On the issue of southern Africa. he said,"We have an
obligation to Mozambique and Angola. We have to show
modesty with our neighbours and get of our introverted
parocialism. Wemust reconstruct the region." He said that he was
pushing for a water office in SADC, separate from the
environmental office. He went on to elaborate on the functions of
his ministry, "No one can tell me that my obligation ends with the
Shona in Eastern Transvaal. What about the Mozambicans right
across from the border?" Minister Asmal pointed out that
"poverty is the grindingstone that destroys our people". His talk
emphasized the environmental burden on women and workers
and argued to avoid industry's smokescreen for job creation when
dealing with environmental and occupational health and safety
issues. (SAEPEJ Report)
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Give us your old bombs
Armscor proposes to build a site in a remote part of the Northern
Cape where the military -- local and foreign -- can dispose of old
weapons, bombs and explosives. The proposed site, at a gunnery
testing base called Alkantpan in an arid area near Prieska, is part
of Armscor's efforts to privatise its operations.

Demand for a land-based facility to destroy explosives is
expected to increase worldwide as most member states of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation have, in terms of the London
Dumping Convention, agreed to stop dumping obsolete bombs and
weapons at sea by the end of 1995.

Armscor officials say Swiss authorities have expressed interest
in exporting old explosives to the site if it is built -- although the
feasibility study was conducted at Armscor's request.
(WM&G,10/28/94)

South Africa -- Military

SADF role in ivory smuggling
Over the years, sketchy details have emerged of military
involvement in poaching endangered wildlife and smuggling
especially from Angola and Mozambique during, and after, South
Africa's official participation in their wars. Often the South
African military was paid in kind for it .; overt support for Unita
in Angola and Renarno in Mozambique.

The London-based Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA)
reported last year: "Over the last two decades...weapons and
supplies have poured in to support the guerrilla armies of Unita
and Renamo. Meanwhile ivory, rhino hom, timber and gems have
flowed out through South Africa to pay for the war effort."
In the late 1980s, South African special forces legend Colonel
Jan Breytenbach dropped a bombshell with descriptions of how
Unita and the SADF colluded in the destruction of elephant
populations.

T · Y He said Frama, a military intelligence front company supplying
enslons over emen weapons deal Unita, had started running teak out of Angola in the 19808. ''It

The defence ministry is investigating Armscor's mysterious was open knowledge -- official. They were running the stuff out
shipment of 8,596 AK47s, 15,665 G3 rifles, and more than in trucks...all the way to South Africa without being searched.
14-million rounds of ammunition to Yemen -- which may Then I began to pick up rumours about them also taking out
originally have been intended for Unita. Armscor's statements that ivory."
the weapons were destined for Lebanon were blown out of the The Portuguese businessman behind Frarna, Arlindo Maia, has
water when the Lebanese embassy in South Africa dismissed any since also been linked to military supplies to Renamo, and in
suggestion that its government had purchased the weapons from 1992 it was claimed he moved ivory and rhino hom from
South Africa. The Lebanese embassy in South Africa described the Mozambique to South Mrica via Swaziland. Maia has admitted
documents Armscor produced to prove that Lebanon was the the SADF role in Frama, but has denied "mirror operations" in
buyer as "false and counterfeit". Military and arms-trade Mozambique.
researchers have indicated that the consignment may have Two years ago senior SADF officers who worked with Unita
originally been put together for Unita. Military experts say the low in the 1980s told the Weekly Mail & Guardian how they helped
price tag on the shipment indicates that politics, not profit, was the Unita leader Jonas Savimbi set up an ivory carving shop at his
motive for the transaction. Sources active in Angola reported that bush headquarters in Jamba, and ivory transport routes out of
Unita was looking for AK47s and other automatic weapons in Angola.
April or May this year. The sources said they understood Armscor In 1992, The Weekly Mail uncovered evidence pointing to the
had agreed to supply the weapons but the deal collapsed when reason for the assassination of anthropologist David Webster,
Unita could not raise the necessary money. Executive Outcomes' widely believed to have been a Civil Co-operation Bureau (CCB)
Eeben Barlow said he had Angolan intelligence information that job. A former Mozambican minister of security revealed
Unita had been negotiating the deal in April or May. He surmised Webster had divulged details of an ivory smuggling operation
that the deal fell through when Unita lost control over Cafunfo, the before his death.
centre of its diamond trade, to the Angolan Defence Force in July. Indications that even that was not the end of it came early last
Barlow said that between September 15 and 22 -- around the time year when police arrested a senior Renamo officer in the Kruger
it became clear Yemen would not accept the arms -- three National Park trying to sell ivory.
independent arms brokers had offered him the consignment. The scale of devastation on wildlife wreaked in those countries
Barlow said two of the three brokers told him the consignment during years of war emerge from figures quoted by the EIA. It
they were offering had originally been intended for Unita. This says up to 60 000 elephants could have died in the Angolan war,
week the London arms broker said he was inclined to believe the and that 40 to 60 tons of Angolan ivory is informally estimated
veracity of the report as two independent sources had confirmed it to be stockpiled in other countries. In Mozambique, the elephant
to him and as it was "not the first" clandestine consignment for population plummeted from about 66,500 in 1974 to no more
Unita since official South African support for the rebels ended. than 7,000. (WM&G, 10/14/94)
(WM&G, 10/7/94, WM&G, 9/30/94))

Union leader and ANC stalwart remembered
Oscar Mpetha, a longtime ANC figure and union leader who was a political prisoner for many years died on November 15, 1994 of
advanced diabetes. He began his union work with factory workers in the 1940s and became prominent in the mainly black Food and
Canning Workers Union. He joined the ANC in 1951, and became vice president of the Cape Province for some years before the ANC
was banned in 1960. In 1983 he was convicted of terrorism and of inciting a riot in August of 1980. In 1983 he was elected to be one
of three co-presidents of the United Democratic Front, an umbrella group of anti-government forces. (New York Times, 11/21/94)
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\Iolllents from the \Iozamhiran election: photos h) Jenn) Dahlstein

Maputo: Frelimo supporters campaigning

Maputo: Mozambican children wearing
National Electoral Commission (CNE) t-shirts

J. Hanlon (3rdfrom right) runs the mock election for observers

Monapo, Nampula: the counting process at
polling station 0430
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Book Re\ iews

Apartheid's Contras: An Inquiry into
the Roots of War in Angola and
Mozambique, William Minter
Dec. 1994. 308p. Zed Books, New Jersey, $29.95

Long Walk to Freedom, Mandela
Nov. 1994. 576p. illus. Little Brown, $24.95

by Hazel Rochman
In a time of political cynicism, Nelson Mandela's union of

. pragmatism and principle is a blazing truimph. The pUblica~on

by Prexy NesbItt of his autobiography is a drama in itself; he wrote much of It
In March 1981, Ronald Reagan's first Secretary of State, Alexan~e~ secretly in prison on Robben Island; his jailers found the
Haig, warned a Time Magazine aUdie~ce th~ the~e had to be decISIVe manuscript where he'd buried it; they didn't know that the
action taken towards the Southern~c~ libe~llon move~en~ prisoners had smuggled out another copy. Now Man~ela has
because their "so-called wars of nallonalliberallon are putting m revised and updated that account with the collaborallon of
jeapordy our ability to influence world events... and to assure access - Time magazine contributor Richard Stengel. Some of the
to raw materials." The long-awaited pU.bli~~tion ofWil~amMinter's history has been told before in the fine authorized biographies
Apartheid's Contras is a thorough and mClSlve explanatIon of the by Mary Benson (1986) and Fatima Meer (1990). But much
little-known, silent wars in Angola and Mozambique that represented that had to be kept secret in a time of terror can now be
in part the application of the Reagan doctrine in the Third World long revealed. Those who have followed the anti-apartheid struggle
wanted by Haig and others. With death tolls of nearly two million will fmd here the details they've hungered for: who decided
people in a ten year period, scholar Eqbal Ahmad has appropraitely what and why; how Mandela survived underground and how
described these and other such wars as history's "unrecorded he was finally caught; what daily life was like during those 27
holocausts". dark years on the island, in th elime quarry and in the cells; and

Apartheid's Contras is an anti-dote to those who assert the what led to his "talking with the enemy." From the 19508
increasingly popillar image of Africa as full of nothing b~t "c~vil Defiance Campaign through steps leading up to his fmal
wars" and "tribal violence". Meticulously documented, histoncally release and election _ all the people and discussions and
sound and straightforwardly organized, this new study provides a rich events are here. There's no self-righteousness. "I don't have an
framework for explaining why the wars took place in Angola and epiphany." he says of his political role. His court speeches are
Mozambique in the 1960s to the 1990s. The chapters on theory and as thrilling as ever, but it's the personal voice, sometimes
"nationalism, ethnicity and decolonization" are eesential for restrained, sometimes furious, frank about failure, funny about
understanding how the US-South African client Jonas Savimbi wages his own weakness, that gives this story its compelling
a vicious war in Angola today. authority. You believe him. Running quietly throughout the

This is a study that asks and answers the questions that most of the book is anguish for his loss of family and the grief he caused
US media totally ignore. This is one of Bill Minter's strengths as a them. Trying to explain his absence to his children, "one's
scholar and it characterizes all his other works. But what stands out voice trails off." His democracy is grounded in his awareness
about this book for this reviewer is that for once "the organ grinders" of human frailty and courage. Always he sees the individual,
(as the late Samora Machel used to dub those who engineer, finance, whether friend or enemy. Elected president in South Africa's
train and supply the contra fighters) are not left unidentified and first nonracial election, this leader invited his ex-prison warder
untouchable. A highlight of Apartheid's Contras is that it points a to the inauguration.
fmger of accountability at those in the USA and elsewhere who (This reviewfirst appeared in Booklist, 11115/94)
encouraged, audited and managed the deadly killing machines that Hazel Rochman was born and raised in South Africa. Since
have cost the Southern African people so dearly. If some day courts 1972, she, her husband and two sons have lived in Chicago. A
and truth commissions ask the Jesse Helmses, Dan Burto~s and Bob graduate of the University ofChicago she is an editor at the
Doles to account for their contributions to the death tolls m the American Library Association. In 1988 she edited Somehow
region, it will be in no small measure due to the rich and invaluable Tenderness Survives, a wondeful collection ofSouthern
work of studies like Apartheid's Contras. African short stories for children.
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